
Bespoke Blends  

Your Project, Your choice ‐ Select A Blend 
Because our strict quality control provides a consistent tile size you are able to mix various styles 
and colours of tiles to make your roof unique to you. Select A Blend www.heritagetiles.co.uk



Your Project, Your choice  
With Heritage Blends, a truly individual statement can be made by mixing colours to create a  
totally bespoke roof. Blended shades add extra element of uniqueness, so imaginative designs 
and concepts can be incorporated to provide something that is a ‘little bit special’ 
 
Visit the heritage Clay Tile website at www.heritagetiles.co.uk where you can design your own  
bespoke roof by using our interactive roof tile blending program. 

Bespoke Blends  
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Birchwood Blend Hamlet Blend



Carefully crafted to replicate all the features of  
handmade clay tiles, the Clayhall handcrafed range 
of tiles offers an excellent alternative when budget  
restrictions are a concern, but without compromising 
quality or durability. 
 
The Clayhall Range has been carefully designed with 
a coninuous nib feature which lends itself to design 
flexibility in main roof and vertical situations. 
 
Choose from dark, medium or red rustic tones  
combined with natural textures to create a roof with 
outstanding handcrafted character but with the look 
of traditional handmade clay tiles.

Clayhall Range  
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Clayhall Red

Clayhall Medium

Clayhall Dark Clayhall Dark



The Classic Range of nibbed and nailed holed plain 
tiles is one of the finest ranges of clay tiles available 
on the market today. We source only the finest raw 
materials for our craftsmen to create beautifully 
hand made and handfinished clay tiles of the  
highest quality and durability. 

The process is rigorously monitored and checked 
continuously in the factory to ensure that our  
standards are strictly adhered to before undergoing 
further stringent tests by Lucideon Building  
Technology. 

Classic Edwardian 
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Classic Edwardian
Suitable for all new build and renovation projects, the plain tile range offers a variety of design 
options bringing versatility and character to all types of pitched roofs



Conservation Range  
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Conservation Red 

Conservation Weathered

Conservation Dark 

Available in three distinctive colours, created by 
using a very fine sand, The Conservation Weathered, 
A natural warm tone, achieving an instant mellow 
and settled look and The Conservation Red, perfect 
for vertical tiling especially suited for villages and 
hamlets with olde worlde vernacular charm. 
 
Manufactured using high quality clay, achieving high 
strength and durability properties, giving  
homeowners and contractors peace of mind for 
many years to come. The conservation range comes 
with a complete set of associated fittings, including 
Hog Back Ridge, Half Round Ridge, Bonnet Hips,  
Valley tiles and External Angles. 

Conservation Weathered


